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Tony Bates 1952-2019
We are sad to record that Tony Bates, licensee of the Rose Inn in Nuneaton, died suddently in
December 2019. He is remembered by Ray Buckler …
ony was born in March 1952, growing up in Camp Hill, Nuneaton, the eldest of four
children. On leaving school he took an apprenticeship with engineering firm Doughty’s.
Having a beer or two was always high in his social life, and eventually he couldn’t resist the
urge to take on a pub. Together with his then wife Diane and younger sister Julie plus husband Andy, they entered the licensed trade at the Royal Oak, Stockingford in 1993.
After some years at the Oak, where I know many people have fond memories of him, 2002
saw him moving to Coton Road in Nuneaton to take on the Rose Inn. The Rose has an unusual distinction in that it is the pub where CAMRA held its very first national AGM in
1972; clearly national AGMs were somewhat smaller affairs in those days! I know Tony was
proud of the CAMRA connection at the pub, as he told me many times of members from all
over Britain who have come to visit the pub which hosted CAMRA’s first national event following its founding in 1971.
Anyone who knew Tony will no doubt have various tales to tell, because to say that he was a
bit of a character is something of an understatement. Even people who gave him a reason to
tell them off would usually find him turning it to a laughing matter. If you wanted to push
your luck with him though, all you had to do was walk in with a copy of the Sun under your
arm and ask for a pint of Carling.
I remember a Black Country trip I organised on Calvin’s old 1960s bus. I gave a time to be
back on the bus for every visit, but I ended up going back to every pub to get Tony and his
mate Billy, which I knew was his sense of honour of being the last back on the bus. At the
final pub however, I didn’t go back and had Calvin drive the bus past the pub and round the
corner. He knew we wouldn’t leave him, but he was outside the pub having a smoke, and as
we disappeared around the corner his face was a picture.
Tony, God bless you mate, the number of people who said goodbye to you on December 17th
just showed what a popular fellow you were.

T

Tony, left, is pictured in 2009 with then National Director Keith
Spencer, receiving the special award pictured to the right.
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K

now your pubs? See how many of the following you can get right! It relates to
those pubs in North Warwickshire which are within the Lichfield, Sutton and Tamworth branch area – and if you need some clues on what pubs they are, there’s a map on
our website under the Branch Pubs and Area tab. We’ll refer to them as NWLST pubs.
Which is the only NWLST pub having a duck pond within its grounds?
And which one has a duck pond within 30 yards, albeit not in its grounds?
Which is the only NWLST pub which still has standalone outside toilets for both
ladies and gents? As well as indoor alternatives, we hasten to add!
How many NWLST pubs have an onsite brewery? Name them.
Which NWLST pub claims to have been established in 1542?
Which NWLST was rebuilt in 1940, as displayed on its frontage?
The Boot Inn at Grendon is now closed and destined for a future as a shop and
office complex. But which other pub in the NWLST area was previously called
the Boot?
What is the most recently opened NWLST pub?
A small number of NWLST pubs are ‘on the canal’, in the sense that you can
drink within the pub’s grounds while only a few feet from a canal. How many
are there, and can you name them?
Which NWLST pub has (easily) the highest elevation above sea level?
Which NWLST pub features a pair of stuffed jays amongst its interior decoration?
And which NWLST pub features an antique Cyclists Touring Club plaque
amongst its exterior decoration?
Mirroring the national picture, what is the most common pub name in the
NWLST area?
Does NWLST have more Kings or more Queens?
Only one NWLST pub references a named individual. What is that person’s
name?
And finally, one for you to guess. How many NWLST pubs have an animal reference in their name, such as Swan or Lion? Around 20%? Between 20% and
40%? Or more than 40%?
Best of luck! Answers on page 27, and award yourself a pat on the back if you can get
more than half right!
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Best of Belper

T

owards the end of 2019, we had a very enjoyable LST branch coach trip to Belper in
Derbyshire. But as it was a two-coach jobby – the trips are usually
very popular – it did turn into a bit of a town invasion, albeit on a sedate
and well-behaved scale! So an allegedly dry January provided an opportunity to revisit the place for a more relaxed stopover, with the extra motivation of another micropub opening since the coach trip.
If you’re interested in stopping over, we can recommend the central Lion
Hotel. As well as comfy rooms and great breakfasts, it features possibly
the campest carved lion in the country, right. It’s not a Marston’s pub, so
the almost exclusively Marston’s portfolio range of beers is probably
largely for convenience, but they do also have a solitary Thornbridge ale.
The town shows its age as soon as you get off the main street, where the local mill-owning
Strutt family – seemingly a benevolent lot – built large numbers of houses on the hillside for
workers. Built in the age of the horse and cart, the streets are narrow and decidedly olde
worlde. Climb the most impressive street, Long Row, to arrive at the Queens Head. This is a
pleasantly old-fashioned place offering fairly standard ales (Bass, Tribute, Deuchars, 6X), but
the first-of-the-day Bass is served in top nick. A weird curiosity in here is the chalkboard of
abstruse equations – maybe the locals are a cerebral lot whose arguments revolve around the
nature of Einstein’s time dilation or the exact form of the Gaussian distribution.
Rest your brain in the almost adjacent Thorn Tree, left, a
splendid flat iron-style building. The entrance at the prow
leads into a small, convivial bar room, while the larger rear
lounge has an over-abundance of leather sofas and a warming
log stove. The discussions in here are more prosaic, centring
on whether Bass tastes better on hand pull or straight from
the cask (both are offered). I deftly sidestep the argument by
choosing from the three interesting guests. Grasshopper Knee
High is good, but the Hawkshead NZ PA is stonking, a rich
fruity hoppiness leading into a lovely dry finish.
It’s a speedy descent down the hill then back into town,
where not far from the bottom of Long Row is the imposing George & Dragon, right. It has a nicely oldfashioned interior, though the overall effect is marred
when there’s footy on and the oversupply of big TVs
boot you into the modern age. It’s unusually quiet – dry
January kicking in? – but this does mean more opportunity to enjoy the cosy hearth-with-stove area at the
front. There’s also a splendid side room to the rear with
mullioned windows, flagstone flooring, and – do the
bloody things grow on trees? – another big TV. Of the three guest ales, Bang The Elephant
Spirit of Man proves a lucky choice. Richly chocolaty but not too sweet, it’s a delight, and
the fabulously deep brown colour would find a place as a classic car paint shade.
On then to its newby neighbour, the Belper Tap micropub, opened in December. Here it’s
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Best of Belper cont.
rammed, which is not that hard as despite the long
frontage, right, it’s not that roomy inside. Five
interesting hand pulls are complemented by a
range of craft taps, though unsurprisingly some of
the latter are at the eye-watering end of the price
spectrum. But the cask is reasonably priced with
the added bonus of a CAMRA discount, and local
Hairy Brewers and Intrepid ales take my fancy. In
a nice contrast of old and new, you can sit in the window here and look over to the ancient
Devonshire on the other side of the road (offers Marston’s and Dancing Duck beers).
It gets even more micro at Pump It Up, left, just down the road,
a tiny micropub where three is almost a crowd, particularly in
the miniscule ‘room’ at the rear. Despite its size, there are five
ales on tap, all from Derbyshire. I plump for the Saturnalia from
Silver Brewhouse, a Christmas beer whose clip promises chocolate, brandy, hazelnut and walnuts – which doesn’t say much for
my palate, because I find it lovely but in a cherryish lovely
sense.
There’s entertainment laid on in Arkwright’s Real Ale Bar.
They’re a quite good pair of strummers-cum-crooners, but really don’t benefit from the amplification that seems to be used regardless of whether it’s needed or not (I too possess a
sledgehammer but don’t tend to use it for knocking in nails.) Internal wittering aside, I still
manage to find some pleasing selections on the bar, with Shipstone’s Nut Brown Ale providing a nice example of what is now a rareish style of beer.
Bringing the micropub tally up to three is Angels Micro
Pub, right. The reasonably spacious interior includes an
upper level featuring a large mural of the town’s iconic
Strutt’s North Mill. The only drawback here is the
Wednesday to Sunday opening, meaning that the many
beers tend to be running out by Sunday. But the barmaid’s
tip – Peak Ales Noggin Filler – is a winner, with its glowing red colour, chewy maltiness and a nice, bitter-sweet
finish.
Final port of call is the Railway, below, taken on by Lincoln Green brewery last year and
given a first class makeover. There are guests on
(from Bank Top, Castle Rock and Ossett) but I
stick with the Lincoln brews. Archer is something
of a revelation, an American IPA which is only
4% but buzzing with hoppy-juicy loveliness. And
here too there’s a Christmas leftover in the form of
Brrr!, no spicing but richly malty, balanced by a
good hoppy hit on the finish. Nice selection of
pizzas too – supper calls!
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Ale Name Tale

A

Ten Years And Counting

tale with ale names taken from the Good Beer Guide 2020 …

Unless you’re a Puritan, an Absolute Banker,
only drink Black Coffee or Her Majes Tea, then
you are aware that #ales not dead. Mad Dogs &
Englishmen we may be but being a Veteran Campaigner for real ale I find that a Nice Pint of Beer,
especially if consumed in a pub’s beer garden in
Nice Weather, or in front of a roaring log fire
during the colder months when I am California
Dreaming can Make Me Hoppy and contented.
Whether your preference is a Pale Ale or a Drop o’ the Black Stuff, you should be able to find
a beer to suit your tastes. If you favour a beer that is a bit tart then Bakewell Best Bitter would
be a good choice. You might want to avoid any Chilli beers though so as not to have a Ring
of Fire the following day. Even if you have had a Bad Day at the Office, are going through a
Midlife Crisis or done some Hard Graft, a beer or two in your local hostelry can contribute to
your Good Health and make you Feelgood. In the past doctors used to recommend a glass of
stout to certain patients for Medicinal Purposes. So long as you are sensible, drink Responsibly, don’t partake in an All-Dayer and get Half Cut then you won’t feel the need to Seek
Medical Help afterwards.
Before going out for an evening tipple you could
listen to some music, maybe Blondie or Black Sabbath. You might prefer to watch a classic film, such
as Mad Max, Bonnie’n’Clyde or Back to the Future
followed by a Cat Nap before you hop on the 8
0’Clock Bus. If you live in the sticks then because
of the Beeching Axe in the 1960s you probably have
to drive or walk to get to your local pub. If you are a
gent and walking don’t be tempted to save time by
being a Gate Hopper rather than going through it because of doing possible damage to any
Low Hanging Fruit. Also if you see any in the fields, Why Kick a Moo Cow that is having a
contented Chew Chew of some grass that is A Certain Shade of Green.
Once in the pub if you are feeling lucky you could play
some Blackjack at the card table with your mates, or
try chatting up the Blonde Vixen who is standing alone
at the bar in the hope of enjoying a night of unbridled
Passion in her company. It would be embarrassing
though if your advances are refused and you get a Slap
in the Face for your efforts. After enjoying your pub
visit, drinks consumed and the company of some
Happy People, if you are walking home in the evening
Moonlight it would allow you to do some Amazing Gazing at the stars in
the night sky.
Eric Randall
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T

he congratulations of the Lichfield Sutton and Tamworth CAMRA branch go out to two
sets of publicans who, with the publication of the Good Beer Guide 2020, have clocked
up ten consecutive years in the Guide. Tracey and James of the Horse & Jockey in Lichfield
(left), and Chris of the Butlers Arms north of Four Oaks (right) are pictured receiving certificates of recognition from branch chairman George Greenaway. A ‘very well done’ for consistently maintaining such standards of excellence!
● Good Beer Guide 2020 – for both digital and paper forms, go to www.camra.org.uk
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
We’re pleased to note that Adam Hunt of the Plough at Shustoke is
once again commissioning some trial brews for the pub, with a view to
getting production going at his nearby brewery – though as this has
been on the cards for over two years now, we’re not holding our
breath! Available over the Christmas and New Year period, under the
Anonymouse Brewing Collaboration label, were Christmouse, a dark
brown 4.3% bitter, pleasantly dry with a hint of cherries, and Mouse
Trap, a 5% brew with fruity, estery notes which brought Hook Norton
beers to mind.
Also at the Plough is the novel addition of a rather space-age
garden room resembling a fancy ski lift pod, left. It’s at the
side of the terrace to the front of the pub. Made “just down the
road”, it’s a bookable space with comfy seating, suitable for
around a dozen people.
As we go to press, the Swan at Whitacre Heath is closed for a
major refurbishment, with an expected reopening in March.
The £500,000 refit will apparently “retain the original features
like beams, flagstones, fireplaces and exposed brick walls” but also “bring it into the 21st
century”, so make of that what you will. No mention of whether the ale selection will be any
more interesting than last time we went in (Doom Bore) but we live in hope!
As of 6th December, the re-decorated Crystal Palace in Nuneaton has a new lessee in Coventry-born Gaz Amos. The place is a traditional back-street locals’ pub with a warm welcome. No real ale at present but Gaz says he might look into it if demand is there.
The Prince of Wales in Bedworth was set to close on New Year’s Day, with the tenants finding it difficult to carry on due to rent and beer price increases in each of the last three years.
However, it remains open for the time being after an agreement with the owners. It would be
a shame to see the pub closed as it is home to several sports teams including junior rugby.
Nuneaton & Bedworth’s chairman hints that the branch has tentative plans to reinstate their
beer festival. Details are sketchy at the moment, but it involves a new date and venue. Watch
this space for more details.
If you’ve driven past the A5 Grendon roundabout recently you’ll have noticed that the longclosed Black Swan has been demolished. And in its place, we’ll get – ta-ra! – a Costa coffee
shop. Or rather, passing motorists will, as it’ll be drive-through. And the neighbouring Boot
is indeed for the boot, as planning permission for a shop and offices there has been granted.
A sad end to two long-established pubs, but as they say, use it or lose it. This means that the
only nearby option for a pint now is Grendon Working Mens Club, serving Greene King
beers and open to non-members.
At Birchmoor, the Gamecock is now offering food, including a Sunday carvery. At present
food is available from Fridays to Sundays, but as this is likely to change as things bed in,
you’re best to check hours on WhatPub, which we’ll try to keep up to date. As part of introducing food, Friday opening is now at noon.
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Tipple Tattle cont.
Sadly we have to note that the Hat & Beaver in Atherstone shut up shop at the beginning of
January. Landlord Kevin Biddulph has been trying to sell on the lease for quite some time but
has clearly given up on running the pub as well. We’re not quite sure how long Kevin was at
the helm, but it’s certainly been around ten years – we wish him all the best for the future. As
to what the future holds for the pub, it’ll have to be a matter of watch this space.
The Angel Ale House in Atherstone is now closing slightly earlier from Sunday to Tuesday.
So while opening times are unchanged (4pm Monday to Friday, noon at weekends), it closes
at 10pm Sunday to Tuesday, 11pm on Wednesday and Thursday, and midnight on Friday and
Saturday.
The hand pulls in Atherstone’s New Swan were devoid of ales for a spell at the end of last
year, but we’re happy to note that they once again have a Church End beer on. The discount
for CAMRA members still applies.
Almost deserving something of a long-service award is the Blue Boar at Mancetter for its
Cask Ale evening on Wednesdays. For over six years now (starting June 2013) they’ve been
offering all cask ales at £2.20 a pint from 5.30pm onwards; over the Christmas period this
even included the 8.5% Sperrin Santa’s Drop! There are usually four ales: Pedigree, Sperrin
Band of Brothers and Third Party, and a varied guest, sometimes also Sperrin.
It’s hard to believe that the Weavers Arms at Fillongley, sitting in rural Warwickshire,
would be one of the district’s most prolific charity fund raisers, but that’s the case. Between
February 2012 and December 2019 this village pub has raised over £47,700 towards local
and national charities. The Air Ambulance service alone has received over £43,500, with
other beneficiaries including the annual Poppy Appeal, Macmillan Coffee Mornings, and
prostate and breast cancer charities. Landlord Glynn Roberts publicly thanked everyone who
participated and contributed to their annual music day, golfing & quizzing events as well as
their 100 and bingo clubs, for helping raise so much for so many worthwhile causes.

STAFFORDSHIRE
The Sir Robert Peel in Tamworth has a new curiosity in the form of
a Kein Bier vor Vier clock, right, a gift from the Peel’s twin pub in
Bad Laasphe, which (following the sad closure of Zum Hirsch) is
now the Stadtschänke. Kein Bier vor Vier – no beer before four
o’clock – is a phrase that more snooty Germans use to show their
disapproval of lunchtime drinking. Happily this approach has never
been adopted in the Peel!
When Hogarths opened in Tamworth (the former Oliver’s/Prince of Wales), it was supplied,
like other pubs in the chain, by the Hogarths brewery in Bolton. The kit was relocated to the
Cheadle Brew House, and beers from this location now appear on a rotating basis in the Tam-

Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!
Thu 6th February 8pm, Moat House, Tamworth, B79 7QQ
Wed 4th March 8pm, Cask & Craft, Boldmere, B73 5TJ
Mon 6th April 8pm, Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield, WS13 6PW
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Tipple Tattle cont.
worth outlet. Quite a range have featured (such as Bitter, Stout, Aussie Pale and variants of
their single hop series such as Citra and Mosaic). Given that they’re also priced at a very
wallet-friendly £1.80 a pint, you might want to give the place a go! It now opens from 10am
every day.
Tamworth’s JD Wetherspoon Bole Bridge re-opened
its doors in mid December after an extensive £1.1m
refit which has seen a sizeable extension of the interior to produce an upper level complete with impressive skylight. This expanded into the former beer garden, but not at the expense of the beer garden which
has been improved and extended into a former staff
car park. Pub manager Dave Hough is pictured with
LST CAMRA branch chairman George Greenaway
during the formal re-opening of the pub. George had
the unfamiliar pleasure of pouring an inaugral pint of
Abbot Ale for the cameras. It was vaguely amusing to
note that the regular Abbot at 5% was more expensive
than the guest of Abbot Reserve at 6.5%! For Dave
this is a return to home turf, as he is a local who
started his JDW career in 2005 at the Bole Bridge, and has returned as manager after various
placements around the West Midlands. The branch wish Dave and his team well – why not
pop in and see how well they’re doing on the ale front?
The King’s Ditch in Tamworth has tweaked its Monday to Wednesday opening hours – see
the advert on page 7.
Unfortunately we have to record another pub closure in the LST branch – the Plough (aka
Plough and Harrow) at Fazeley closed its doors in mid January. The tenants had been there
for five months; we don’t know why they quit or what the future of the pub is likely to be.
Apparently there’s been some confusion over whether the Crown at Elford is still brewing its
own beer, but we can confirm that they are. For example, a December survey visit saw the
Advent Gold, a triple-hop brew which was well received.
A bit late to tell you now, but Lichfield’s Duke of York had a promotional period early in
January when you could get a half in exchange for a 50p CAMRA voucher. This applied to
the Joule’s core range only – the offer was presumably available across the Joule’s estate. If
the guest ales are more up your street, then the Duke does seem to be offering two pretty
much all the time, with offerings from the likes of Abbeydale, Lymestone or Dancing Duck.

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
11th Feb
10th Mar
14th Apr

Branch Meeting
Branch AGM
Branch Meeting

Lord Hop, Nuneaton – 8:00pm
Lord Hop, Nuneaton – 8:00pm
Rose Inn, Nuneaton – 8:00pm

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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Tipple Tattle cont.
Lichfield’s latest pub, The Spiritualist, opened in December. Not surprisingly with a name
like that, it’s cocktail-leaning, but there are two hand pulls on the bar. Only one was in use
during our visit – with Davenports CB Original – though that may well be related to the limited opening hours in place until they’ve got the kitchen sorted. It’s a smart joint – atmospheric lighting, comfy seating – with a long interior and an upstairs room to the rear. There’s
also an intriguing-looking gallery area above the bar area, though this is not yet open to the
public given its state of repair.
Not far away, the Bitter-Suite now has a regular house beer in its ale portfolio. Bitter-Suite
Symphony is a 5.6% brew from Burton’s Heritage brewery; it’s a nicely powerful bitter,
golden in colour and apparently using only English hops.

WEST MIDLANDS
The Station at Sutton Coldfield has resumed its Meet The Brewer evenings for 2020 with a
visit from Fownes Brewing, now of Brierley Hill. The evenings are usually Thursdays, but
this one is Wednesday 26th February, starting around 7.30pm.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
We’re pleased to note that Birmingham CAMRA once again have a branch magazine, and
not before time! Look out for Forward to the Bar, issued quarterly.



Thanks to contributors Ray C, Bill H, Louise G, Eric R, Adam R, Barry E, Richard S

Drink?

P

rofessor David Nutt is a fairly well-recognised figure, a former UK government chief
drugs advisor who was sacked for having the temerity to suggest that government drugs
policy was not evidence-based. Of course, this did leave the question hanging in the air as to
whether any government policy is evidence-based …
With a lifetime of work in the field, the prof has been a sane voice in the world of alcohol,
both flagging up its risks and harms but also developing alternatives which deliver similar
effects (so-called alcosynth, see e.g. Last Orders 75). He views drinking alone at home as a
growing risk, and in line with CAMRA policy, recognises the many benefits of moderate
drinking in a social environment. Which is just as well, as he co-owns a wine bar in Ealing!
As of January, the prof has a new book out, Drink? The New Science of
Alcohol and Your Health. We’ve yet to see a copy, but some of the
teasers sound interesting. He suggests avoiding champagne as the bubbles apparently make you drunk quicker. Does this also mean that keg
is bad and cask is better? He says that if you intend to drink wine, drink
a pint of beer first as it will fill you up and leave less room for the vino.
Again, this may be another positive for beer – why not just stick on that
if it fills you up? Though we can’t say this works for us …
Teasers aside, which can inevitably trivialise, this sounds like a wellinformed volume on a variety of topics, which we’ll certainly be looking out for.
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Beer Snippets
Here at Last Orders, we were so stressed out about Meghan and Harry that we had to give
up Dry January (other excuses will be available next year) – but we take our hats off to Hogs
Back Brewery, who cleverly used their flagship beer in a January campaign. They suggested
that a number one New Year’s resolution should be to ‘Go TEA Total’. TEA – Traditional
English Ale – is Hogs Back’s bestseller.
Coming at Dry January from a completely different angle was BrewDog with their ‘Drink
All You Can Jan’ campaign. It’s the sort of thing that would normally have the Chief Medical Officer breaking out the condemnatory megaphone, but in this case it was a promo of
alcohol free (AF) beers. And a strikingly generous one too – drinkers at BrewDog bars were
allowed unlimited refills on draught AF beers throughout the whole of January. Quite how
much AF beer (less than 0.5% ABV) you’d be able to stomach in one session is another question (presumably served chilled and carbonated) but with AF versions of coffee stout and
New England IPA among the offerings, might be bearable!
Meanwhile, pub giant JD Wetherspoon had a ‘JDW January’ offering, with between 10p
and 30p off the price of actual booze until the 16th of January. Though given that seemingly
the only cask offering with a discount was Doom Bar, you might well have wanted to sneak
back to the BrewDog bar for something with far less alcohol but loads more flavour …
For those of you with the new improved 50p CAMRA vouchers, you may be wondering
where you can spend them beyond Wetherspoon. The main addition is Stonegate, with their
plans to acquire some 4,000 pubs from Ei Group, though this is still being looked at by the
competition regulators. For now we suggest using the search-by-postcode facility on
CAMRA’s national website (search for ‘CAMRA voucher scheme’), which links in to the
relevant WhatPub entries.
One of the Silly Season stories of 2019 was the decision by the Portman
Group – an alcohol industry watchdog becoming known for rulings which
often bash smaller brewers – to uphold a customer complaint about the design
of Tiny Rebel’s can for Cwtch, right. After a complaint by a single customer
(that it basically looked like a soft drink) the group found that it could appeal
to under-18s because of its “bright colours, bubble writing and teddy bear image [the brewery logo]”. They did however simultaneously find that the display of ABV and description of ‘red ale’ meant that it was “unlikely to be confused with a soft drink.” A previous ruling – on exactly the same beer – cost
the brewery £30,000 in product recall and rebranding.
So Silly Season 2020 is off to a flying start with the latest from the Portman
pontificators, which this time is sticking the boot into Fourpure for their
canned Juicebox Citrus IPA, left. The beer was apparently chosen at random,
i.e. there hadn’t even been a complaint received. The panel believed that the
“stylised heap of oranges could easily be associated with a children’s drink.”
Quite true of course, though it’s likely that the typical price tag of £2.95 for a
330ml can, as well as the law of the land prohibiting sale of such drinks to
minors, would be strong disincentives against under-18 purchase. Wearily, we
expect to hear more of the same from the Portman Group.
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The
Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Sperrin ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

Four pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £7.95
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £7.45
Thursdays:
Roast night, £5.95

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)
Last Orders Feb/Mar 2020
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Election Escape

Election Escape cont.

id Brenda from Bristol capture the spirit of the nation with her “You’re joking – not
another one?” attitude to the 2017 election? Maybe not, but she certainly struck a chord
with me this time round, and a hasty emergency retreat was in order, somewhere to avoid the
bullshit-bolstered buildup and the day of the poll itself. Wizzair to the rescue, with a ridiculous £21.98 return flight from Birmingham to a suitably remote Poznan in Poland. Never
been but let’s see what it’s got to offer …

A short tram ride away (it’s walkable) is Ułan Browar, a brewpub occupying the ground floor of an attractive red brick building which was a
former army barracks. It’s a gigantic place, with seating for hundreds in
lots of big rooms, and the usual showcase brewery at the entrance. I try a
creditable version of that Polish oddity, Milkshake IPA, before moving
on to their barrel-aged Baltic Porter, available in bottles, right, and coming in at a stonking 8.3%. If I was the brewer, I’d be a bit disappointed,
as there’s a pleasantly woody sourness to it, but the rich, warming edge
that you’d expect is missing. Still, wood-aged beers are always a bit of a
gamble, prone to either triumph or musty mediocrity.
The tram back goes near Fermentownia, a simple and cosy cellar place with an excellent
range of beers. From the 20 on offer, I go for Rockmill’s Almond Coffeecat, which delivers
exactly what it promises – coffee and almonds in a gently sweet oatmeal stout. With hindsight, this should also have been the place for many visits, but with so much to go at …
Back near the square, Dom Piwa offers a solid list of 12 beers, and while it
looks on the smallish side, there are two additional floors of drinking space. I
go for Monsters Hop Riot, a wheat IPA, which maybe unsurprisingly looks
like a sludgy soup. But any wheatiness it might have possessed is easily overwhelmed by a powerful hoppiness.
Ministerstwo Browaru has two outlets in town, with the one
on Wroniecka, right, arguably offering the better range of
beers. The absurdity reading is off the scale in here, and of
the 15 beers I find myself plumping for an imperial milk stout
with peanut butter. Strangely it works, helped along by its
monster 12.5% ABV which acts as a good balance to the peanut butter, where they obviously thought “may as well put the
whole jar in.” I patronised the other outlet on Ratajczaka a bit
more as it was right by my hotel; only 10 choices in here but
still some interesting stuff, with a 9% Old Ale aged in Kentucky bourbon casks proving a good nightcap beer.
Two places near the main square complete the round up. Lot Chmiela offered an ocean liner lounge feel – vaguely like the Bacchus in Newcastle
but on a much smaller scale – and a short but sweet list of eight beers. An
Earl Grey APA, pictured left, certainly had a recognisable hit of bergamot.
Finally, its near neighbour, Wściekły Chmiel – Angry Hops – was one of
the friendliest in town, and bucked the trend by its pricing. While most
places charge proportionately more for ‘halves’ (e.g. 15zł for 500ml, 12zł
for 250ml, a practice which seems common in Poland), Wściekły just halves
the price – far better for sampling. 16 choices too, from the absurd
(raspberry APA? sour pineapple IPA?) to the sensible, so an obvious place
to revisit. Bit like Poznan itself!

D

For the cultured tourist, there’s plenty to see, from ornate cathedrals to castles, monuments
and museums, centred around the beautiful old town square complete with colourful merchant’s houses and elaborate town hall. Just as well, because for
those more interested in beer culture, few of the decent bars open
until 3-4pm. An exception is Brovaria, pictured left, which sits on
the town square. It’s a fairly posh hotel-cum-brewery, with a dining
and brewing hall up an impressive marble staircase. But sadly this
seems to be used only when busy, so the bar downstairs has to do.
Despite the upmarket nature of the place – it’s clearly had a lot of
money thrown at it – the beers are not expensive (from £2.20 a half
litre) and range from pilsner and wheat beer to pumpkin ale and Russian imperial stout. A good place to watch the world go by on the
town square, and the rooms don’t seem too expensive.
Just off the main square is Jabeerwocky, which sounds familiar, and indeed once inside it
has the same vibe as the place of the same name in Warsaw, even down to the style of the
informative and colourful beer boards. And in here I’m also reminded that Poland, maybe
more than anywhere else, really does go for the absurdist end of the craft beer market. Think
of a bizarre combination and chances are you’ll find it here. I prove this by trying a smoked
Gose with peaches. Thankfully, plenty of beer-flavoured beers are available …
Not too far away is Basilium, which is more of a bottled beer place (around 100 beers), but
have they got a bloody menu? No. So the friendly staff interrogate you about what you’d like
– fine when the place is empty, but hopeless when it’s doing the sort of business that they
presumably aspire to. To be fair, I end up with a chewily nice IPA, but at a showstopping
7.9%. ABV wasn’t one of the 20 questions asked.
Help is at hand on the other side of the market square,
at Piwna Stopa, which has 16 interesting draught
beers and an informative beer board. This is a really
cosy little place (interior pictured right) with nicely
pubby decoration and good music at a pleasantly conversational volume. There’s even a ‘We support the
aims of CAMRA’ poster, though I don’t have the bottle to ask whether they do a CAMRA discount. I
ended up visiting here every day of my stay, in part
for the atmos and beer list, but also for the fabulous
log fire. Among the star beers in here are a black wheat IPA (yes, I know that sounds silly), a
rather nice saison, and a classic import which you don’t see often, Schlenkerla’s Eiche Dopplebock, a winter stonker of 8% from Bamberg’s smoked beer superstar.
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More info? See the Poznan map on our website: www.LSTCamra.org.uk/tripmaps.htm
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The Rose Inn at Baxterley is the only NWLST pub with a duck pond within its
grounds …
… while there’s a duck pond very near to the Queens Head at Newton Regis.
The Horse & Jockey at Bentley still has functional outside toilets.
NWLST currently has two pub-breweries, the Freestyle Brewery serving the Griffin
Inn at Shustoke, and Whitacre Brewing which almost exclusively supplies the Dog
Inn at Nether Whitacre.
The Bubble Inn at Furnace End – formerly the Bull Inn – has a stained glass panel
above the door claiming that the pub was established in 1542.
Rebuilding of the Blue Boar at Mancetter was completed in 1940, replacing a
smaller pub of the same name.
The Office at Warton was formerly the Boot.
Our most recent arrival in NWLST is the Mini Miner at Dordon. It opened in
March 2018.
You can drink by the cut at the Samuel Barlow at Alvecote, the Kings Head in
Atherstone, and the Dog & Doublet at Bodymoor Heath.
At 174m above sea level, the Horse & Jockey at Bentley is by a long margin our
highest NWLST pub. Cyclists who approach from Atherstone will climb 85m – well
deserving of a pint on arrival!
The elaborate bar frontage at the Dog Inn at Nether Whitacre contains a pair of
stuffed jays. This splendid piece of woodwork apparently came from a dressing table at the nearby Whitacre Hall.
The front of the Plough at Shustoke features a clearly aged Cyclists Touring Club
plaque.
The Red Lion is the most common NWLST name; we have four, at Atherstone,
Baddesley Ensor, Coleshill and Polesworth.
Somewhat surprisingly, NWLST is fairly sparse in its monarchical references – the
area has only one Kings Head (Atherstone) and one Queens Head (Newton Regis).
The only other vaguely royal reference that we’re aware of is in Mancetter’s Blue
Boar, which (by some accounts) refers to Richard III who spent his last night at
Leicester’s Blue Boar before falling at the nearby Battle of Bosworth.
The Samuel Barlow at Alvecote is named after the canal magnate who made his
stash in the 1870s by shipping coal from the rapidly developing coal fields of the
time.
A rather impressive 44% of NWLST have animal-related names featuring horses,
boars, bulls, lions, beavers, foxes, dogs, bears, swans, cocks and eagles. And if you
think it’s cheating to also include mythical animals (dragons and griffins) then –
tough luck! Innkeepers of yore obviously paid more attention to the world of nature
than the arena of royalty …
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The LST branch pubs listed
here kindly offer real ale
discounts to CAMRA
members. We offer them
our thanks. Show them your
support and get the most
out of your membership!
For further info on the pubs,
consult WhatPub
55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Duke of York, Lichfield
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
Gamecock, Birchmoor
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Greyhound , Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
New Swan, Atherstone
Oak, Walmley
Old School House, Mere Green
Owl At Lichfield, Lichfield
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tame Otter, Hopwas
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
Whippet Inn, Lichfield
White Horse, Atherstone
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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Offering a discount in your
pub, or know of one that
does? Let us know at
LST.Camra@gmail.com

and we’ll mention it here.
NEW below means new

since the previous issue
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
10p/pint, 5p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
10p/pint
10p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
10p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10p/pint, 5p/half
10p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
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(until 6pm)

Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 28.
4-8th February, Great British Beer Festival Winter
The New Bingley Hall, Birmingham, B18 5PP. Latest info at winter.gbbf.org.uk
400+ beers, ciders and perries. Tue 1-10.30, Wed-Fri 11-10.30, Sat 11-7.
19-22nd February, 16th Derby Winter Beer Festival
Roundhouse, Derby College, Pride Park, DE24 8JE (rear exit from rail station)
400+ ales, ciders and perries. Wed 5-10, Thu-Sat 12-10.
26-29th February, Leicester Beer Festival
Haymarket Theatre, 1 Garrick Walk, LE1 3AF
200+ ales, 40 ciders/perries. Wed 5-11, Thu & Fri 11-11. Sat 11-10.
5-7th March, 44th Loughborough Beer Festival
Polish Club, True Lovers Walk, Loughborough, LE11 3DB
60+ ales plus cider and perry. Thu, Fri & Sat 12-11.
6-7th March, 36th Rugby Beer & Cider Festival
Arnold House, Eastfield Place/Elsee Road, CV21 3BA (toward rear of Merchants Inn)
35+ ales, ciders and perries. Fri 2-11, Sat 12-11
25th Mar-5th Apr, JD Wetherspoon Spring Beer Festival
Around 50 ales over the period at JDWs across the country
26-28th March, 41st Burton Beer & Cider Festival
Burton Town Hall, King Edward Place, Burton upon Trent, DE14 2EB
Around 120 ales, 30 ciders and perries. Thu 6-11, Fri 11-11, Sat 11-10.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the
event here free of charge. Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st April 2020.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

